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A Comparison of Smart and Conventional Flaps

Close to Ground on Aerodynamic Performance
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The prediction of aerodynamic characteristics and the smart �ap of airfoil
under the ground e�ect have been carried out by the integration of computational
�uid dynamics� Considering di�erent types of beams� a parametric bending
pro�le of a smart �ap is designed� A cantilever beam with uniformly varying
load along with roller support at the free end is considered here� A pressure�
based implicit procedure is utilized to solve Navier�Stokes equations and a
nonorthogonal mesh with a collocated �nite volume formulation is used to
simulate� The boundedness criteria for this procedure are determined by the
Normalized Variable Diagram �NVD� scheme� The procedure incorporates the
k � � eddy�viscosity turbulence model� The SIMPLE algorithm is applied for
turbulent aerodynamic �ows around airfoil with smart and conventional �aps�
The results of two �aps are compared for di�erent �ap length� �ap angle and
ground clearance� It is found that� 	� The pressure coe
cient distribution in the
smart �ap is smoother than that of the conventional �ap� �� The lift�drag ratio
in the smart �ap is higher than that of the conventional �ap� � The maximum
lift�drag ratio is at �ap angle ����� �� The minimum ground clearance has the
highest lift�drag ratio� and �� The increasing of �ap length leads to an increase
in the lift�drag ratio�

NOMENCLATURE

A Cell Face Area

AOA Angle of Attack

AOF Angle of Flap

B Length of the Beam

c Cord Length

CD Drag Coe�cient

CF Conventional Flap

CL Lift Coe�cient

D Drag Force

E Young�s Modulus

F Mass Flux

h Ground Clearances
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I Flux

� A factor in SBIC scheme to determine
a special scheme

L Lift Force

P Pressure

�q Scalar Flux Vector

Re Reynolds Number

SF Smart Flap

�S Source Term

�V Velocity Vector

X Horizontal Cartesian Coordinate

Y Vertical Cartesian Coordinate

�v Cell Volume

� Scalar Quantity

� Di�usivity Coe�cient

� Density

�I Area moment of inertia�m��

�� Weight�Unit Length�N�m�

�� Normalized Scalar Quantity
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� Dynamic Viscosity

T Time

�T Stress Tensor

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important goals in the development
of a transportation system is its economic e�ciency�
Today� the time of transporting passengers and cargo
becomes an eminent factor when assessing the eco�
nomic viability of the means of transportation� Also�
it is prominent in the reduction of fuel consumption
and increasing the e�ciency of transportation vehicles�
There are di�erent ways for increasing e�ciency� One
of them is using ground e�ect� The transportation
system utilizing ground e�ect is expected to become
one of high speed and enough e�ciency� Wing�in�
ground�e�ect �WIG� vehicles are very e�cient� which
help to increase the 	ight range at reduced speci
c
fuel consumption in comparison with the conventional
aircraft� trains and ships� This is accomplished happen
when a wing is goes near the surface� As the mass
	ow and height under the airfoil is decreased� pressure
begins to build on the lower surface of the airfoil�
Hence� air cushion is created by the high pressure that
it builds up under the wing and causes an increase in
lift force and reduction in drag force� The information
about the e�ects that ground can have on airfoils dates
back to the early ���s�

In recent years� there have been successful in�
vestigations on the aerodynamics of airfoil and wing�
One of the most recent wind tunnel experiments was
performed by Ahmed and Sharma ��� ��� They have
investigated the e�ect of variation of angle of attack
and ground clearance on aerodynamic characteristics
in a symmetrical airfoil� This study was conducted by
using a 
xed and moving ground plane in a wind tunnel
���� The water tunnel investigation of pairs of vortex

laments in ground e�ect has been done by Kliment
and Rokhsaz ���� The investigation of unsteady varying
of ground clearance has been performed by Matsuzaki
et�al� ���� Zerihan et�al� ��� have tested the aerodynamic
behavior of a cambered single element� high�lift wing
in ground proximate in wind tunnel� Ogurek et�al�

��� have carried out various sizes of winglet designs
for a wing both in and out of ground e�ect� The
aerodynamic characteristics of NACA��� in ground
proximity have tested by Jung et�al� ���� They have
surveyed the in	uence of the aspect ratio of wing�
endplate and its shape in di�erent angles of attack
and ground clearnce� Smith ��� and Smith et�al� ���
have performed the computational analysis of airfoils
in ground e�ect� Patrick Vu ���� has studied wing tip
vortices in inverted airfoils close to the ground� which
are used in racing cars� The in	uence of endplate on
aerodynamic characteristics for a low�aspect�ratio wing

in ground e�ect was carried out by Park and Lee �����
Abramowski ���� has presented a numerical study of
NACA�Munk M�� airfoil in ground proximity� Moon
et�al� ���� have simulated three�dimensional wings in
ground e�ect for an aero�levitation electric vehicle� The
numerical optimal design of a wing in�ground�e�ect
craft was done by Kim et�al� ����� Park et�al� ���� have
o�ered optimization of airfoils under ground e�ect�
The e�ect of ground proximity on the aerodynamic
performance and stability of a light unmanned aerial
vehicle have been performed by Boschetti et�al� �����
The shape optimization by using the multi�objective
genetic algorithm and the analysis of the ��dimensional
wings in ground e�ect was carried out by Juhee et�al�

�����
Flaps can be utilized to increase lift to drag ratio�

They add e�ciency and energy savings� Zerihan et�al�

���� have performed a computational study in order
to model the 	ow around a double element airfoil in
ground e�ect� Several authors have studied the possible
exploitation of unsteady 	apping in ground e�ect�
��� ��� Notably� Jones et�al� ���� have explored novel
	apping propulsion techniques mimicking ground e�ect
or mirror plane approaches by using ��dimensional
airfoils� Willis et�al� ���� have examined the ground
e�ect phenomenon in 	apping 	ight and they have
determined the general rules which might aid in the
design of MAV�s and UAV�s by utilizing both 	apping
and ground e�ect strategies� Kamali and Rezaei
Ravesh ���� have investigated a numerical analysis of
MAV�s 	apping wing in unsteady conditions�

In all of the aforementioned studies� conventional
airfoil and wing is applied� but new materials exist
now� Hence� they can be used to enhance e�cient
vehicles in ground e�ect� Although smart material
technology was introduced about � years ago� it has
widely developed and it has been utilized in di�erent

elds� New smart material technology in the aerospace
industry was 
rst introduced in ����� More than one
million of these joints have been applied in military
aircraft since ����� Therefore� due to the potential
bene
ts of employing adaptive airfoils� there has been
an intensive attempt by researchers in developing a
working model� With the advancement of materials�
smart materials are now considered to produce airfoil
with variable camber capability� An analytical study
on the bene
ts of variable�camber capability was con�
ducted by NASA ����� Another advantage of adaptive
airfoil is that generated vortex is smaller and it has
less power� This is the result of Pern and Jacob�s ����
research� They have utilized piezoelectric stimulus with
a steel layer in an airfoil� In ����� Kudva et�al� ����
inquired about smart structure technologies and their
bene
ts� In ��� Forster et�al� ���� designed a two�
dimensional airfoil with a control surface in trailing
edge that had chord wise geometrical changes� In ���
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a joint project was carried out the �eld of smart wing
applications by a US aerospace research center �NASA�
and a German aerospace research center �NGC� ����	
Recently
 a multi blade fan with smart a material
�memory alloy� has been built in such a way that
its intake can be varied by electrical stimulation ����	
Another bene�t of using smart materials is reducing
vibration of helicopter blades ����	 The noise produced
by airplanes and helicopters can be reduced by smart
materials ���	 In ���
 Barlas et�al� ���� proposed
a new idea in applying smart technology in wind
turbine	 The other way of utilizing smart materials
in airfoils is that �ap ribs can be made of smart
materials such as piezoelectric or memory alloy	 That
is what is carried out in ���� by Campanile and Anders
����	 Chinnasamy et�al� ���� asseyed the aerodynamic
coe�cients	 Matsuzaki and Torii ���� predicted �utter
in smart wings	 Smart material could be used as
wing skins	 These wings are called �exible wings	
Majji et�al� ���� examined a �exible three dimensional
wing	 Abdullah and Watkins ���� succeeded in making
adaptive airfoils by appling shape memory alloy �NiTi�
and �exible skins	 Wickramasinghe et�al� ���� made a
�ight device with ribs by piezoelectric �ber	 Abdullah
et�al� ���� studied an adaptive airfoil system by utilizing
Shape Memory Alloy �SMA� Actuators with a wind
tunnel test	

Smart materials have not been applied since the
appearance of ground e�ect vehicles	 In this paper

an innovative idea is sugested	 The innovation is
�rst introduced in ground e�ect vehicles in the world
per current authors	 The e�ect of smart wings in
ground e�ect has been assessed in none of the above�
mentioned studies	 To improve the advantage of
aerodynamic coe�cient
 a smart wing can be used near
the ground	 Smart technology can create an evolution
in the aerodynamics of ground e�ect vehicles	

The aim of this research is to investigate the smart
and conventional �ap in ground e�ect	 Thus
 the e�ect
of �ap angle
 �ap length and ground clearance on an
airfoil has been examined in smart and conventional
�aps	 The comparison of smart and conventional �ap
is performed as well	

SMART MATRIAL

The meaning of �SMART MATRIAL� in the material
world has dramatically changed since ���
 when
�SMART MATRIALs� was commercially used for the
�rst time	 It is now de�ned as highly engineered ma�
terials that respond to their environment intelligently	
Smart materials have become the �go�to� answer for the
�st century�s technological needs	 Smart materials are
materials which possess the capability to sense and
actuate in a controlled way in response to variable
ambient stimuli	 Generally
 the known types of smart

materials are ferroelectric materials �piezoelectric
 elec�
trostrictive
 magnetostrictive�
 variable rheology ma�
terials �electro rheological
 magneto rheological� and
shape memory alloys �SMA�	 Piezoelectric materials
and shape memory alloys are generally the most famous
smart materials used in actuators in various applica�
tions	 The development of their technology has reached
a quite high level so that commercial solutions are
available now and they are widely used	 Smart material
actuators comprise one of the most important parts of
active control	

NUMERICAL SOLUTION SETUP AND ITS

CONDITIONS

A� Simulation smart �ap de�ection

In this study
 smart �ap de�ection is designed with a
cantilever beam so that the beam bending equation
is the same smart �ap chord de�ection	 Since the
�ap shape is a triangle
 the cantilever beams with a
uniformly varying load are considered in Figure �	 The
same pro�le is also used by Djavareshkian et�al� ����	
The above�mentioned pro�le is given below�

Y �
w���X

� � �B�
X

�
�B

�
X�

��E �IB
��

Since only the parametric equation is needed
 Eq	 ��
is substituted by Eq	 ����

YMidline� K��X�
�aX��X�

YUpper� Yu�Ku��X
�
�aX��X�

YLower� YL�KL��X
�
�aX��X�

a �
� B�

B�
���

Smart �ap geometry pro�le has not �xed in di�erent
angles of �aps�AOF�	 K in Eq	 ��� is a parameter so
that it is changed in di�erent AOFs	

The bending equation can be used for midline	
For upper and lower �ap surface
 the con�guration

Figure �� Smart and Convectional Flap�
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Figure �� Cantilever beam model�

is manipulated by making minor modi�cations� The
coe�cients of Eq� ��� are determined by an iterative
process� Each pro�le is visualized by using Fortran
language program� and the value of the coe�cient is
either increased or decreased until the desired pro�le is
obtained� A parametric smart airfoil is designed and a
computational 	uid dynamics simulation is done over
them�

B� Governing Equation for Fluid

The basic equations which describe the conservation
of mass� momentum and scalar quantities can be
expressed in the following vector form� They are
independent on the used coordinate system�

� �

� t

 div�� �V� � Sm ���

� �� �V�

� t

 div�� �V � �V � �T� � �S v ��

� �� ��

� t

 div�� �V�� �q� � �S� ���

The latter two are usually expressed in terms of basic
dependent variables� The stress tensor for a Newtonian
	uid is�

�T � �P �I 
 ���D ���

and the Fourier�type law usually gives the scalar 	ux
vector�

��q � ��grad� ���

For the purpose of illustration of Eq� ���� it may be
expressed in �D Cartesian coordinates as�

transient termz �� �
� �� � �

� t
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� x
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���
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�
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���
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���
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� �
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Turbulence is accounted for by adopting the k� �

turbulence model� The governing equations for these
quantities are�

�

� t
�� k� 


�

� xj
�� uj k � �k

� k

� xj
� � G� � � ���

�

� t
�� �� 


�

� xj
�� uj � � ��

� �

� xj
� � C�

�

k
G� C��

��

k

����

The turbulent viscosity and di�usivity coe�cients are
de�ned as�

�t � C� �
k�

�
����

�t� � �
�t

�t�
� ����

and the generation term G in Eqs� ��� and ��� is de�ned
as�

G � �t

��
� ui

� xj



� uj

� xi

�
� ui

� xj

�
����

C� Finite�Volume Discretization

The discretization of the above di�erential equations is
carried out by using a �nite�volume approach� First�
the solution domain is divided into a �nite number of
discrete volumes or cells� where all variables are stored
at their geometric centers �see e�g� Figure ���

The equations are integrated over all the control
volumes by utilizing the Gaussian theorem� The
discrete expressions are presented to refer to only one
face of the control volume� namely� e� for the sake of
brevity� For any variable � �which may also stand for
the velocity components�� the result of the integration
yields�

	 


	 t
��� ��n��p � �� ��np � 
 Ie � Iw


 In � Is � S� 	 
 ���
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Figure �� Finite volume and storage arrangement�

Figure �� grid topology and H grid�

where Is are the combined cell�face convection IC and
di�usion ID �uxes� The di�usion �ux is approximated
by central di�erences and can be written for cell�face
�e� of the control volume in Figure � as	

IDe 
 De��p � �E�� S�e ����

where S�e stands for cross derivative arising from mesh
nonorthogonality� The discretization of the convective
�ux requires special attention and it helps to develop
the various schemes� A representation of the convective
�ux for cell�face �e� is	

Ice 
 ���V�A�e�e 
 Fe�e ���

The value of �e is not known and it should be
estimated from the values at neighboring grid points by
interpolation� The expression for the �e is determined
by the SBIC scheme ����� which is based on the NVD
technique using interpolation from the nodes E� P and
W� The expression can be written as	

�e 
 �W � ��E � �W ����e ����

The functional relationship utilized in SBIC scheme for

��e is illustrated in Figure � and is given as	

��e 
 ��p� IF ��P �� ��� ��

��e 
 �
�xp � �xe

� ��xp � ��
���

p

�

�
� �

�xp � �xe
� ��xp � ��

�
��p� IF ��P � ��� ��

��e 

�xp � �xe
�xp � �

�
�xp � �

�xp � �
��p� IF ��P � ��� �� ����

where

��p 

�p � �W
�E � �W

� ��e 

�e � �W
�E � �W

�xp 

xp � xW
xE � xW

� �xe 

xe � xW
xE � xW

����

The limits on the selection of � could be deter�
mined in the following way� Obviously� the lower limit
is � 
 �� which would represent switching between
upwind and central di�erencing� It is not favorable�

Figure �� Dimension of domain�

Figure �� E�ect of grid sizing on pressure distribution

on the surface of the airfoil for an angle of attack ��� and

h�c � ����
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Figure �� Pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface
of the airfoil NACA ���� for an AOA����� and h�c � ����

�a� �b�
Figure �� Comparison Numerical and Experimental distri�
butions of mean velocity in the wake region� 	a
 x�c � ���
and 	b
 x�c � � from trailing edge for NACA����� AOA���

and h�c � ����

because it is essential to avoid the abrupt switching
between the schemes in order to achieve the converged
solution� The value of � should be kept as low as
possible in order to attain the maximum resolution of
the scheme� The �nal form of the discretized equation
from each approximation is given as�

AP ��P �
X

m�E�W�N�S

Am��m 	 S�

� 	 Sdc �
��

where A s are the convection�diusion coe�cients�
The term S

�

� in Eq� �
�� contains quantities arising
from non�orthogonality� numerical dissipation terms
and external sources� For the momentum equations�

it is easy to separate out the pressure�gradient source
from the convected momentum �uxes� Sdc is the
contribution due to the adapted deferred correction
procedure�

GRID STRATEGY

The grid structure used in CFD simulation is created
by a structured mesh employed because of its simplicity
and applicability to the current �ow con�guration �i�e��
with a near�by ground�� The schematic shape of these
two�dimensional structured grids is shown in Figure ��

According to Figure �� the dimension of domain
has been obtained after doing several various lengths
for b� f � and u and independent lengths have been
chosen� The grid size is determined after the grid
independence that is found by doing several dierent
trials� For example� the eect of grid size is illustrated
in Figure �� For other cases� the above process is
utilized for grid and domain independences�

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Figure � manifests the boundary condition� At the
inlet� velocity has been prescribed� At the outlet� the
pressure is �xed� Slip boundary conditions are used
on the upper walls of the domain and wall boundary
conditions are applied for airfoil surface and ground
surface� So� the non�slip condition is utilized at
the solid walls� To account for the steep variations
in turbulent boundary layers near solid walls� wall
function are employed which de�ne the velocity pro�le
in the vicinity of no�slip boundaries�

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented and discussed in this section�
Table � shows the setting for numerical simulation�
At �rst� the simulation of the �ow around the airfoil

Figure �� Convergence histories for x�velocity�
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Figure ��� Pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface

of the smart airfoil for AOF� ������

Figure ��� Pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface

of the conventional airfoil for AOF������

NACA���� has been performed� Then� the numerical
investigation of the �ow around the airfoil NACA����
with smart and conventional �aps have been done� and
the e�ects of �ap length� angle of �ap and ground
clearance are discussed�

The simulation is two�dimensional� The ressure
coe	cient distribution� the lift and drag coe	cients of
airfoil have been analyzed� The Reynolds number of
this study is 
��� ���� This number indicates that the
air�ow has full turbulent regions�

The numerical and experimental pressure coef�
�cient distribution on the surface of the airfoil for
AOA���� and h�c  ��� is compared in Figure ��
It can be seen that there is a good agreement between
present numerical and experimental data �
�� Table 


Figure ��� Contours of pressure coe�cient distribution

on the surface of the smart airfoil for an AOF������ and

h�c � ����

Figure ��� Contours of pressure coe�cient distribution

on the surface of the conventional airfoil for an AOF������

and h�c � ����

also shows lift and drag coe	cients in numerical and
experimental data� Figure � illustrates the velocity
pro�le behind the airfoil at x�c  ��� and x�c  � from
trailing edge in AOA�o and h�c  ���� The numerical
results are in good agreement with the experiment�
The di�erence between experimental and numerical in
drag coe	cient is shown in Table 
� This di�erence can

Table �� Settings for Numerical Simulation�

Flow turbulent

Precision ��D Double Precision

Scheme Normalize variable diagram

Solver SIMPLE

turbulent model k��
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be due to turbulence models� because the reference ���
��� has also reported this problem�

Usually� there are two parts of iterations� in�
ner iterations and outer ones� In the inner part�
linear equations of momentum and scalar are solved
by a strongly implicit procedure �SIP	 and pressure�
correction equations are solved by Biconjugate gradient
method� For the outer part� the iteration is terminated
according to a fractional change criterion typically of
the form


R�n	 � max

������
n
� �n��

�ref

����
�
� � ���	

where �ref is reference value for � �which may also
stand for the velocity components	� � is a small number
and n is an iteration counter� In this work� � value
is used in the range ���������� Convergence history
is shown in Figure �� The gure manifests that the
convergence criterion is satised�

The airfoil NACA���� is selected in this study�
The simulation method for this test case is the same as
the previous one� The air�ow treatment and the e�ect
of smart and conventional �ap in ground proximity are
investigated�

Figures �� and ��� respectively� illustrate the
pressure coe�cient distribution on the airfoil surface
in AOF������� It can be observed that the pressure

Table �� Comparison of lift and drag coe�cients for

airfoil NACA���� for AOA����

CL CD

h�c � ���
Experiment ����� ������

Numeric ����� ������

c����
Experiment ���	� ����
�

Numeric ����� ������

h�c���	
Experiment ����� ����
	

Numeric ����� ������

�a	 x�c� ��� �b	 x�c� ����

Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in upper surface of smart airfoil

for AOF�����

�a	 x�c� ��� �b	 x�c� ����
Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in lower surface of smart airfoil

for AOF�����

�a	 x�c� ���� �b	 x�c� �
Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in behind the airfoil for AOF��

���

coe�cient distribution on the suction side and the
pressure side increases as reduction ground clearance
in both smart and conventional �aps� The zones
marked with a circle are showed in Figures �� and
��� This zone is the junction region of �ap to the
airfoil� These gures indicate the sudden change in the
pressure coe�cient distribution on the upper surface of
the airfoil with conventional �ap while it is smooth for
smart case� This sudden change is due to the sharp
change of the airfoil surface in the junction zone in
the conventional airfoil� Figures �� and �� prove the
pressure contour of the discussed cases and they show
more pressure changes in the junction of �ap with
airfoil in the conventional �ap that is in agreement
with the previous results� It is considerable that the
discussed phenomenon has not happened in the smart
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Figure ��� Pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface
of the smart airfoil for h�c�����

Figure ��� Pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface
of the conventional airfoil for h�c�����

airfoil� This is one of advantage of smart technology
in airfoils� Table � illustrates lift and drag coe�cients
and L�D�

The comparisons prove that the lift coe�cient of
the smart �ap is more than that of the conventional �ap
for all di�erent ground clearance and drag coe�cients
have reverse treatment� Also� the L�D ratio of the
smart �ap is higher than that of the conventional �ap�
These results indicate that the reduction of ground
clearance leads to an increase in lift coe�cient� decrease
in drag coe�cient and it results in L�D increase�

Figure �	 manifests velocity pro
les on the upper
surface of airfoil at x�c� ��� and x�c���� for AOF��
�� and di�erent ground clearance� The comparisons
prove that the velocity on the upper surface of the

�a� x�c� ��� �b� x�c� ���
Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in upper surface of smart airfoil
for h�c�����

airfoil decreases slightly as low ground clearance� Also�
it can be observed that the di�erence of velocity in
x�c���� ��ap zone� is higher than x�c����� As a
result of this� the ground e�ect has more e�ect on
velocity in the �ap zone� Air �ow is incarcerated
near the leading edge by decreasing ground clearance�
pressure has increased and velocity has decreased� The
velocity reduction has impressed the downstream on
the upper surface of the airfoil� Figure �� shows that
velocity in the lower surface has decreased slightly with
ground clearance and pressure has increased� but this
increase is more than the pressure increase on the upper
surface of the airfoil and the lift to drag ratio has
increased with the reduction of ground clearance�

Figure �� illustrates the wake �ow pro
le behind
the airfoil for AOF���� and two distances from trailing
edge� This 
gure shows that decreasing distance does
not have any e�ect on wake �ow behind the airfoil�
The other phenomena seen in Figure �� means that

Table �� Lift �a� and drag �b� coe�cients and lift 	 drag
ratio�c� for smart and conventional airfoils for AOF�
	
��o�

h�c Smart Flap Convection Flap

��� ����� �����

��� ����� �����

��� ���	� �����

�a�

h�c Smart Flap Convection Flap

��� ����	� ����	


��� ������ �����


��� �����
 �����

�b�

h�c Smart Flap Convection Flap

��� ��� ���

��� 
�� ���

��� 
�� ���

�c�
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�a� x�c� ��� �b� x�c� ��	

Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in lower surface of smart airfoil
at h�c�����

the velocity in the boundary layer on the ground has
increased with the reduction of ground clearance�

Figures �� and �	� respectively� show the pressure
coe�cient distribution on the surface of smart and
conventional airfoils for h�c � ��	 and AOF� ��
��

�� ��
�� The comparison proves that pressure has
increased on the pressure side and has decreased on the
suction side as the angle of �ap becomes more� This
phenomenon happens� because the pressure is increased
on the lower part as creating a barrier by increasing
angle of �ap� On the other hand� the large de�ection
of the �ap has created a larger barrier in the path �ow�
has caused increasing pressure in the lower surface of
the �ap� has a�ected the pressure of the lower surface�
and has increased it� Flow velocity on the suction
side is increased due to the increased curvature of the
upper surface of the airfoil and as for these results� its
pressure is reduced� The pressure reduction is extended
to all of the upper surface of the airfoil as a result
of the increasing angle of the �ap� The lift and drag
coe�cients and L�D are shown in Table � for smart
and conventional �aps� The comparison of these results
proves that the L�D is higher in smart case�

Figures ���a� and �b� illustrate velocity pro�les on
the upper surface of the airfoil� The comparison proves
that the �ow velocity on the upper surface of the airfoil
at the AOF���
� is more than AOF���
�� This
phenomenon has been observed� because the curvature
of the upper surface of the airfoil is larger and its speed
is higher in this areasection� Table 
 represents that
the �ow rate passing through the lower surface of the
airfoil is reduced as the angle of �ap is increased� In
this test� areasection is �xed from the leading edge to
the �rst of �ap for both �ap angles� When the angle
of �ap is increased� the passing �ow rate between the
ground surface and the lower surface of the airfoil is
decreased� As for these results� the passing �ow rate

�a� x�c� ��� �b� x�c� ��	

Figure ��� Comparison smart and conventional �ap by
velocity pro�le in upper surface of airfoil at h�c � ����
AOF�	
����

�a� x�c� ��� �b� x�c� ��	

Figure ��� Comparison smart and conventional �ap by
velocity pro�le in lower surface of airfoil at h�c � ����
AOF�	
����

Table �� Lift �a and drag �b coe�cient and lift 	 drag
ratio�c for smart and conventional airfoils for h�c�����

AOF �deg� Smart Flap Convection Flap

���� ����	 �����

�� ��

� ��

�

���� ����� ����	

�a�

AOF �deg� Smart Flap Convection Flap

���� ����		 �����	

�� ������ ���
��

���� ���
� ���
��

�b�

AOF �deg� Smart Flap Convection Flap

���� ��� ����

�� ���
 ����

���� ��� ���
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�a� x�c� ���� �b� x�c� 	
Figure ��� Comparison smart and conventional �ap by
velocity pro�le in behind the airfoil at h�c����� AOF��
	�
��

Figure ��� Pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface
of the smart airfoil for h�c���
 and AOF��
��

from the upper surface of the airfoil is increased by
increasing the angle of 
ap and the pressure in the
suction side� from the leading edge to the beginning
of 
ap� is less in AOF����o�

Velocity pro�les on the lower surface of the airfoil
for both x�c � ��	 and x�c � ���� and ground
clearance h�c � ��� has been shown in Figure 	��
The comparison of pro�les in the AOF��	���� ����

demonstrates that the velocity in the AOF����� is less
than AOF��	���� The reduction of velocity redounds
to increase pressure on the lower surface of the airfoil�

Table �� Volume �ow rate passing between lower surface
of airfoil and ground for smart airfoil and h�c�����

AOF Volume �ow rate

���� �����

���� �����

Figures 	�� 		 and 	� show the comparison
between the smart and conventional 
aps in ground
clearance h�c � ��	� The comparison velocity pro�les
have been considered at AOF������ Figure 	� is
related to the velocity pro�les at the upper surface
of the airfoil that has been drawn in two di�erent
sections� Velocity pro�les have no signi�cant di�erence
at the beginning of the airfoil between the conventional
and smart 
aps� but velocity has more growth rate
in the smart 
ap� therefore� pressure for the smart

ap is less than that of the conventional 
ap in this
section� Figure 		 proves the velocity pro�le on the
lower surface of the airfoil� There is no di�erence
between the smart and conventional 
aps in these two
sections� Figure 	� demonstrates the velocity pro�le
behind the airfoil� In the case of the smart 
ap� the
created wake behind airfoils is smaller� so the drag is
smaller than that of the conventional 
ap�

Figure 	� shows the e�ect of various 
ap lengths
on pressure coe�cient distribution on the surface of
the smart airfoil for h�c���� and AOF����� Three
di�erent 
ap lengths FL�c���	�������� are considered�
As indicated in this �gure� the increasing of 
ap length
lead to the increasing of pressure coe�cient on the
pressure side and decreasing pressure coe�cient in the
suction side� In addition� Table � manifests the lift
and drag coe�cients and the L�D of these cases� It
illustrates that lift and drag coe�cients are slightly
increased with 
ap length and L�D is increased� too�
Figure 	� demonstrates velocity pro�les on the upper
surface of the smart airfoil for di�erent 
ap lengths in
h�c���� and AOF���o� This result represents that the
velocity on the upper surface of the airfoil is increased
slightly as 
ap length is increased� Figure 	� proves
the velocity pro�le on the lower surface of the airfoil�
The velocity pro�le behind the airfoil in di�erent 
ap

�a� x�c� ��	 �b� x�c� ����
Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in upper surface of smart airfoil
at h�c���
� AOF��
��
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�a� x�c� ��	 �b� x�c� ��
�
Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in lower surface of smart airfoil
at h�c����� AOF�����

�a� x�c� ���
 �b� x�c� 	
Figure ��� Velocity pro�le in behind the smart airfoil at
h�c����� AOF�����

Figure ��� Variations in CD as a function of h�c for smart
and conventional �ap and di	erent angle of �ap�

Figure ��� Variations in CL as a function of h�c for smart
and conventional �ap and di	erent angle of �ap�

Figure ��� Variations in L�D as a function of h�c for smart
and conventional �ap and di	erent angle of �ap�

lengths has been plotted in Figure 	�� It can be
seen that the wake ow behind the airfoil with larger
ap length is stronger and it leads to a higher drag
coe�cient�

Lift and drag coe�cients and L�D ratio are shown
in Figures 	
� 	� and ��� respectively� Figures 	
 and
	� prove that the drag coe�cient is decreased and the
lift coe�cient is increased with reduction of ground
clearance� Thus� the L�D ratio is increased with the
reduction of ground clearance�

Table �� Lift and drag coe
cients and lift � drag ratio for
smart airfoils for h�c���� � AOF�����

FL�c CL CD L�D

��� ����� ������ ����

��� ����� �����	 ����

��� ����� ����	� ����
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CONCLUTION

The smart �ap of airfoil under the ground e�ect is car�

ried out by integration of CFD� A parametric bending

pro�le of a smart �ap is designed considering di�erent

types of beams� A cantilever beam with a uniformly

varying load with roller support at the free end is

considered here� A pressure�based implicit procedure is

utilized to solve Navier�Stokes equations� The SIMPLE

algorithm is applied for turbulent aerodynamic �ows

around airfoils with smart and conventional �aps in

di�erent �ap lengths� �ap angles and ground clearance�

The main �ndings can be summarized as follows	 ��

The agreement between the presented prediction and

the experimental data is considerable
 �� The pressure

coe�cient distribution in the smart �ap is smoother

than that of the conventional �ap
 � The lift�drag ratio

in smart �ap is higher than that of the conventional

�ap
 �� The maximum lift�drag ratio is at attack angle

���� �� The minimum ground clearance has the highest

lift�drag ratio
 and �� The increasing of �ap length leads

to increase in lift�drag ratio�
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